
Vote Joshua Williams #1 for VP Liberation and Equality 
 
As each day of this pandemic passes, it’s becoming clearer just how unequal our education 
system and wider society is. I’ll take our fight for liberation and equality into every classroom 
and boardroom by building tools and resources for liberation groups on every campus.  
  
And I’ll create a national strategy for liberation and equality - that secures us new rights, puts 
under-represented students front and centre and wins back autonomous liberation 
campaigns in NUS. 
 
Coming out of Covid 
 
We need a post-Covid response in education that puts the plight of our hardest hit students 
first. I will: 
  

• Enable every student group and SU in the country to demand that access progress 
achieved in the “online pivot” is maintained. 

• Demand the ability for disabled students, immunocompromised students, and 
student carers, to be able to work flexibly and remotely post COVID-19. 

• Tackle the dangerous assumption at every level that all students are safe and able 
to participate in education from their family home. 

• Fight for an independent investigation into the inequalities that have allowed Covid-
19 to have a disproportionate impact on BAME communities - addressing 
structural inequalities in education and wider society. 

  
Strengthening our Structures 
 
Liberation is not a PR strategy. We must hold ourselves and others accountable to create a 
more equal future. I will: 
  

• Reintroduce Liberation Officers to NUS when we can guarantee proper resourcing 
and support, and build and support autonomous, student led national networks in the 
meantime. 

• Co-develop legislation with the Government and NUS to ensure all care 
experienced students can mobilise into further or higher education.  

• Fight the Gender Recognition Act reform and advocate for specific trans and non-
binary policy in HE/FE institutions, ensuring comprehensive consultation with our 
student trans and non-binary community. 

• Elevate BAME students into leadership positions, developing fair and equally 
accessible frameworks with SU’s for student leadership recruitment. 

 
“Joshua is an excellent President for his Students’ Union, and he puts his students at the 
heart of everything he does. His love for liberation and making the lives of students better is 
infectious. I genuinely believe that Joshua is the only person that will be able to finally make 
liberation confident, present, and accessible to students on the ground.” - Erica Ramos - 
NUS VP Union Development. 
 
Tackling Violence in Our Institutions 
  
We must dismantle the systematic violence embedded within our institutions. I will: 
  

• Create frameworks for robust independent complaints procedures for all forms of 
discrimination and sexual violence within our institutions.  



• Combat the frequent marginalisation of POC and trans folk from queer spaces - 
advocating for education and restorative justice to support inclusivity and safety. 

• Platform student engagement in sex work, addressing the disproportionate 
involvement of disabled students, encouraging safety and supporting bodily 
autonomy. 

• Campaign against toxic masculinity and the gendered culture of harassment on our 
campuses, encouraging education and accountability. 

  
United and Supported - We Rise 
 
The strength of activist movements is in the unity and solidarity of their members. I will:  
  

• Stand in continued opposition to PREVENT and work with students - as well as 
Unions - around the country in fighting for it to be repealed, consulting with those 
disproportionately affected. 

• Ensure NUS stands in opposition to all forms of discrimination and racism – in 
particular systemic Antisemitism and Islamophobia – to build a movement that uplifts 
all people. 

• Fight to protect the DSA and restrictions to benefits and welfare schemes and work 
to break the stigma surrounding hidden disabilities. 

  
“Joshua is far more than just his extensive experience. He has the deepest passion for 
platforming liberation, and I put my full trust in him to encompass those voices. As an LGBT+ 
woman from a devolved nation, the election of a VP Liberation that genuinely cares is 
paramount to the radical and honest representation of students that we need, with our 
membership at its heart.’”  - Becky Ricketts - NUS Wales President. 
 

 


